


We have spent more than 20 years ensuring 
that our system gives users the visibility and 
control to make decisions that lead to significant 
improvements in OEE and profitability. 

Installed in over 300 sites worldwide with 
installations from 5 to over 200 machines, 
Intouch is suitable for a multitude of industries 
and processes including:

Packaging | automotive | medical | aerospace | 
injection moulding | building | thermo-forming 
| extrusion | printing | CNC cutting/machining | 
metal-stamping | food processing and  
many more.

Intouch is available as a fully customisable 
Intouch i4 Custom on premise system,  
or as a subscription-based cloud solution 
Intouch i4 Cloud.

The Intouch real-time monitoring, scheduling, 
reporting and analytics system is designed to be 
flexible and easy to use, integrate with ERP 
systems and come with an exceptional level of 
customer support.

At Intouch, we believe that 
all manufacturers should 
have the tools to make the 
best production decisions. 

www.intouchmonitoring.com

Intouch real-time monitoring harnesses the 
power of industry 4.0, transforming your plant 
into a smart factory. The touch of a button 
brings invaluable real-time visibility of your 
overall production or particular workstation. 

The flexible and easy to use Intouch system 
monitors production, process, quality and 
energy to deliver live and accurate information 
to any part of your factory and allows you to 
proactively respond to alerts for downtime, 
process conditions, cycle speeds and exceptions.

The Intouch intuitive production scheduling/
planning module shows you what has happened 
as well as what is coming up; allowing you to 
plan rather than react. 

See at a glance if production is slowing down or 
has stopped, predict bottlenecks, adapt to any 
changes in production or add any late orders 
quickly and easily by using the drag and drop 
Gantt chart.

Gain insight Deliver in time

Improved 
capacity 

Improved 
throughput

Improved quality/
reduced scrap

Improved use  
of labour

Monitor energy 
consumption 

Less downtime 
and more parts  
at a lower cost

Reveal & analyse  
loss – output  
speed/cycle  

times/line rates

Reveal quality 
losses and  

reasons

Leading to fewer 
shifts required

Less energy use

Delve deep into reports and make sense of 
your production and process data with the fully 
customisable, agile and flexible Intouch Business 
Intelligence software (MESi). Intuitive business 
intelligence reports and dashboards enables 
informed decisions to be made to:

• streamline production operations
• benchmark processes
•  better control product quality/zero  

defect policy
•  KPI information informs where Capex  

should be prioritised

Robust, high resolution and feature-rich  
user interface (HMI) hardware choices deliver 
key information and full operator control 
functionality to any device in the factory. 

With wi-fi option and the ability to view 
centrally controlled videos and documentation 
at the machine/point of manufacture, Intouch 
makes it even easier to seamlessly connect the 
boardroom with both your local and global 
manufacturing shop-floor operations.

Be informed Stay in control

www.intouchmonitoring.com
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What our customers say
Since implementing the Intouch i4 Cloud, 
Monday morning start up times have 
improved by 1 hour across all machines, 
cycle times have improved by 5-8%, 
uptime has been significantly improved 
and the real-time data has prompted us 
to buy a new machine and instantly we 
saw an increase of 30% in efficiency and 
cycle times and a reduction in power 
consumption too.

Plastic Parts Direct

We introduced the Intouch Production 
Monitoring system in 6 plants and we 
have already seen up to a 20-30% 
increase in OEE. Intouch has therefore 
been a major part to our success  
and I’d certainly recommend it as  
a manufacturing tool.

Hanson Building Products

The Intouch system has without 
question increased our profitability  
and our blue chip customer informed 
us that Intouch Monitoring gave us 
the point of difference compared to 
other suppliers.

OnePlastics Group


